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Abstract. We present an online multilingual system for event detection
and comprehension from media feeds. The system retrieves information
from news sites, aggregates them into events (event detection), and summarizes them by extracting semantic labels of its most relevant entities
(event representation) in order to answer the journalism Ws: who, what,
when and where. The generated events populate VLX-Stories -an event
ontology- transforming unstructured text data to a structured knowledge
base representation. Our system exploits an external entity Knowledge
Graph (VKG) to help populate VLX-Stories. At the same time, this
external knowledge graph can also be extended with a Dynamic Entity
Linking (DEL) module, which detects emerging entities (EE) on unstructured data. The system is currently deployed in production and used by
media producers in the editorial process, providing real-time access to
breaking news. Each month, VLX-Stories detects over 9000 events from
over 4000 news feeds from seven diﬀerent countries and in three diﬀerent
languages. At the same time, it detects over 1300 EE per month, which
populate VKG.
Keywords: Knowledge base population · Knowledge graph ·
Event encoding · Entity linking · Emerging entities · Topic detection
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Introduction

An increasing amount of news documents are published daily on the Web to
cover important world events. News aggregators like Google News 1 or Yahoo!
News 2 help users navigate by grouping this overwhelming amount of materials
in event clusters. Such systems facilitate users to stay informed on current events
and allow them to follow a news story as it evolves over time. This clustering
1
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task falls on the ﬁeld of Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT), which aims to
develop technologies that organize and structure news materials from a variety of broadcast news media. However, media professionals are in need of more
advanced tools to describe, navigate and search speciﬁc pieces of information
before writing their own piece of news. Semantic Web and Information Extraction (IE) technologies provide high level structured representations of information, which can help solving the mentioned problems. Knowledge Graphs (KGs),
which store general knowledge represented by world entities and their relations,
are currently seen as one of the most essential components of semantic technologies. They allow to generate linked data spaces and structuring information by
linking entity mentions to KG entities. The most popular ones are Freebase [4],
DBpedia [3], YAGO [36] or Wikidata [39]. Nevertheless, most of these existing
KGs focus on traditionally encyclopedic facts like names of popular people, their
birth date and place, job, etc. Dynamic information, such as events reported in
the news, often involve short term relations and unknown people that are not
captured by these resources, and are therefore missed by most KGs. Detecting
these out-of-knowledge-base (OOKB) events and its related Emerging Entities
(EE) is crucial for any KG maintenance process [14,25,30]. In particular, when
willing to provide eﬃcient tools for news description, search and analysis.
In this work, we describe VLX-Stories, a system under exploitation that alleviates the aforementioned issues from journalists teams. It consists of a uniﬁed
online workﬂow of event detection, tracking, pattern extraction and Dynamic
Entity Linking (DEL), with the aim of building an event-based KB. At the same
time, the new EEs detected by VLX-Stories populate an external KG, called
Vilynx Knowledge Graph (VKG), with background encyclopedic knowledge. In
VLX-Stories, events are represented by means of an ontology inspired on the
journalist Ws [33]: what is happening, who is involved, where and when it took
place, and the general topic under discussion. The system is characterized by
the adoption of semantic technologies, combined with Information Extraction
techniques for event encoding. The extraction of mentions and its linkage to
entities from an external multilingual KG generates an event linked space. This
allows the multilingual linkage across stories, semantic search, and the linkage
to customer contents by matching entities.
The goals and contributions of this work are: (a) the generation of an event
KB from news stories, (b) the detection of EE from them and (c) the largescale deployment of the system, which is currently consumed by several media
companies to gather information more eﬃciently. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the ﬁrst system that uses the redundancy of aggregated news articles for
a robust detection of EE, in an online manner. Performance statistics are given
and evaluation is carried out on the two main contributions addressed (event
KB construction and EE detection).
This work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the industrial context in which this system was built. Section 3 presents the techniques used to
detect events on news articles, and Sect. 4 describes how we use pattern mining
and entity linking techniques to structure event information. Section 5 includes
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performance statistics, and Sect. 6 demonstrates the quality of our system by
evaluating the distinct modules of our pipeline. Finally, Sect. 7 presents the
related work and Sect. 8 the ﬁnal conclusions and future work.

Fig. 1. Example of the resulting event information displayed on Vilynx Dashboard.
In the top we display the article category, the title summarizing what happens, and
the other properties: when, topic, where and who. Titles from articles clustered give
context and additional information on the story. At the bottom the entities in the event
semantic pattern are displayed as related tags and sorted according to their relevance
describing the event.

2

Industrial Use of VLX-Stories

VLX-Stories is a product developed and commercialized by Vilynx3 , an AI company specialized in analyzing media contents. The system is deployed in production worldwide and is currently used by US networks and expanding to Europe
and South America. Journalists and editorial teams consume the rich structured news data oﬀered by VLX-Stories to explore how a story relates to other
news and detect about which topics they should be writing. This information
is served through API calls and a dashboard, providing a general view of what
is happening in the world. In Fig. 1, we present an example of a detected event
displayed on our dashboard. Notice how the diﬀerent Ws are addressed and
additional context on the news story is given through clustered articles and the
related tags (entities). Customers’ contents are also linked to detected events
using entities, complementing their content information. Thanks to the entities
linkage, it is possible to oﬀer a practical interface for navigation and exploring
3
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Fig. 2. Schema of the news event detection pipeline.

news. Moreover, VLX-Stories extracts temporal relations and information on
temporal trends, which are internally used for other products, e.g. recommendations, trends detection and disambiguation.
Apart from the customer services which can be oﬀered through VLX-Stories,
the contributions from this work are also an essential internal tool in Vilynx.
The core of Vilynx’s technology is the Vilynx Knowledge Graph (VKG) [8],
which is used as a semantic base for indexing media documents. This KG is
constructed by merging diﬀerent public knowledge resources: Freebase, Wikidata
and Wikipedia. It provides multilingual aliases for over 3M entities, and 5M
relations between entities based on properties. VKG is required to be dynamic
because it must support real-time indexation of media documents. Is thus in
need of an online detection and population of EE. To provide new knowledge
to VKG we use structured data, which is updated periodically by querying the
three mentioned public KBs. However, media news often talk about unknown
people, who are not indexed on these public knowledge resources or that have
not yet been updated [30]. Indexing these novel entities requires extracting EE
from non-structured data, e.g. news articles. The VLX-Stories system, presented
in this article, will provide the information and dynamics required for VKG
maintenance with OOKB entities, while detecting events.

3

Event Detection

This section describes the three parts of the News Event Detection pipeline,
outlined in Fig. 2. First, a collection of news articles is built by crawling RSS
feeds and parsed (Sect. 3.1). Afterwards, in the topic modeling block (Sect. 3.2),
articles are represented with bag-of-words (BoW). Finally, in the topic tracking
module, each article vector is compared with articles grouped in event clusters:
if matching the event, it is assigned to the cluster; if not, it is added to a pool of
articles that will be processed in the topic detection module (Sect. 3.3) in order
to detect newly emerging events.
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News Feeds Crawler

News articles are collected by an RSS feeds crawler, which processes 1500 news
feeds every 30 min. The RSS feeds come from a manually generated list of 4162
feeds from the main media sources of seven countries: United States, Australia,
Spain, Canada, United Kingdom, Portugal and Ireland. Feeds are also manually
categorized in seven category groups: politics, sports, general news, lifestyle and
hobbies, science and technology, business and finance, and entertainment. The
feeds crawler visits each feed, crawls it, and stores in the DB each article URL,
publication date, title and description if provided. In a second step, whenever a
new article is detected in a feed, we crawl the URL and parse the article using
a customized HTML parser to extract all its text data and images.
3.2

Topic Modeling

Topic modeling (TM) consists of representing the abstract matter that occurs
in a collection of documents. To do this, we will rely on a BoW representation
of the articles. As news stories typically revolve around people, places and other
named entities (NE), some works [12,32] use mentions of NE instead of all words
in the document. However, some news do not turn around NE, e.g. weather
news or events related to anonymous people. Therefore, other information, such
as common nouns (CN) or noun chunks (NC), is needed to distinguish this
kind of events [27]. Combining these three works, we will use named entities,
common nouns and noun chunks in the BoW representation, instead of all words
in the text corpus. We will call this collection of mentions and nouns article
keywords. These keywords are extracted from the article’s text by a Named
Entity Recognition (NER) module and Part of Speech Tagger (POST). We use
the Spacy’s4 library and multilingual models for these tasks. For performance
reasons, we constraint the articles to be represented for at least 8 keywords, and
a maximum of 80 keywords.
BoW keyword’s frequencies are weighted by a slightly modiﬁed TF-IDF (term
frequency - inverse document frequency), which reﬂects how important a word is
to a document in a collection or corpus. TF-IDF is computed as the product of
the term frequency (fk ) by the inverse document frequency (idfk ). However, we
bias the TF with a weight to give more relevance to those keywords appearing
on the title (α), description (α), or that are NE (β). Finally, inspired by [12],
we apply a time factor with a linear function, which favors news documents to
be assigned to more recent events.
3.3

Topic Detection and Tracking

Once a new article is ingested by the system, we must detect if it is associated
to an already detected event (topic tracking) or it describes a new event (topic
detection). For the topic tracking, we will use the k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN)
4
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Fig. 3. Pipeline schema of the Event Semantic Pattern extraction module, composed
by the Event Pattern Extraction and the Dynamic Entity Linking modules.

algorithm. Thus, ai being a new article, we will associate the article with an event
cluster if there are more than k articles in the cluster with a similarity higher
than a given threshold γ. If the incoming article is not associated to any event
cluster, we will try to build a new cluster with other articles not yet related to
any event. This is the task of topic detection. The chosen clustering technique for
topic detection is DBSCAN [7], which is an unsupervised density-based algorithm
that provides robustness against the presence of noise. This method requires the
estimation of two hyper-parameters: min samples, which is the minimum number
of samples needed to generate a new cluster, and eps, the maximum distance
allowed within its samples. We decided to ﬁx the minsamples = 5, thus all events
will be represented with at least ﬁve articles, and we optimize eps in order to
have high precision without missing many events. We use cosine similarity as
the distance metric for both tasks.
Moreover, some design decisions were made in order to compensate some of
the problems of dealing with an online and large-scale deployment application
with noisy Web data. In order to prevent wrong event detections due to web
parser errors, we added two extra conditions on the cluster generation: the clustered articles need to be from at least three diﬀerent news publishers, and one
media publisher can not own over 50% of the articles in a cluster. Values were
chose after manually analyzing several detection errors. Also, speed issues had
to be considered to provide real-time trackin on news events, as the amount of
comparisons between articles grows quadratically with the number of articles,
slowing the whole article comparison. We decided to cluster articles by country,
and for those countries with more feeds, we use a category-based comparison
between articles. The category of the feed is used for this split, and in case
the feed provides general news from any category, we trained a deep classiﬁer
based on a one layer LSTM [13] to predict the article category from its title.
The training dataset was constructed by merging the category titles from the
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UCI-ML News Aggregator Dataset [6] and titles from the manually labeled RSS
news feeds.

4

Event Representation

Event representation tries to synthesize the agents, locations and actions involved
in an event in a formal machine understandable way, but still natural for humans.
This is achieved by extracting semantics from the event articles and structuring
the knowledge. Our approach provides an event semantic pattern by combining
pattern mining with a Dynamic Entity Linking module (Sect. 4.1). This module
uses VKG for the entity disambiguation, which will also be populated with EE
found in the process. Finally, this semantic pattern is post-processed to structure
the entities into our event ontology (Sect. 4.2).
4.1

Event Semantic Pattern

The extraction of the event semantic pattern is achieved thanks to the two
modules depicted in Fig. 3: Event Pattern Extraction (EPE) and Dynamic Entity
Linking (DEL). The EPE module ﬁnds the keywords pattern describing the
event, and the DEL links these keywords to entities from VKG, while detecting
candidates of new entities which populate VKG. The details follow.
Pattern Mining: Data mining techniques search for patterns in data that are
representative and discriminative. We deﬁne our pattern mining task with an
association rule approach [2], such that our pattern corresponds to a set of association rules, t∗ → y, that optimize the support and confidence constraints for
each event. Let n be the set of all keywords in the corpus C = {k1 , k2 , ..., kn };
and a transaction A be the set of keywords from a given article, such that A ⊆ C.
Given a set of m transactions belonging to the same event T = {A1 , A2 , ..., Am },
we want to ﬁnd the subset of C, say t∗ , which can accurately predict the belonging to a target event y ∈ E. The support of t∗ is an indicator of how often t∗
appears in T , and it is deﬁned as the proportion of transactions in the transaction
set T that contain the itemset t∗ :
s(t∗ ) =

|{Aa |t∗ ⊆ Aa , Aa ∈ T }|
m

(1)

Our goal is to ﬁnd association rules that accurately predict the belonging to
an event, given a set of keywords. Therefore, we want to ﬁnd a pattern such that
if t∗ appears in a transaction, there is a high likelihood that y, which represents
an event category, appears in that transaction as well. We deﬁne the confidence
as the likelihood that if t∗ ⊆ A then y ∈ A, which can be expressed as:
c(t∗ → y) =

s(t∗ ∪ y)
s(t∗ )

(2)
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Inspired by [22] we use the popular apriori algorithm [1] to ﬁnd patterns
within the transactions. We only keep the association rules with conﬁdence
cmin ≥ 0.8 and calculate the support threshold (smin ) that ensures at least
10 keywords in the rule. Finally, we select the rule t∗ with more keywords associated. This keywords are the ones that will be linked to VKG entities.
Dynamic Entity Linking: The event keywords in the pattern will be mapped
to entities in VKG. This task is called Entity Linking (EL) or disambiguation.
Our EL module gets entity candidates from VKG for each incoming mention.
Entities are retrieved based on similarity matching between the text mention
and the entities alias. Then, disambiguation is applied by scoring each candidate.
Following the work in [8], an intra-score and an inter-score are computed for each
candidate. On one hand the intra-score is computed by using the information of
the mention and entity itself, combining the following metrics: word similarity,
entity usability and entity type. On the other hand, the inter-score exploits the
contextual information between entities by using distances between entities in a
concept embedding space. The combination of all these metrics gives a conﬁdence
score for a given mention to be disambiguated to an entity. If this score is higher
than a predeﬁned threshold, the mention and entities are linked.
However, news often refer to people that has never been mentioned before,
and thus, are not indexed in VKG. In order to populate VKG we added dynamics into the EL module, calling it a Dynamic Entity Linking (DEL). This module
maintains EE that refer to unknown people as they appear on the news, and
integrates it into VKG. This EE detector ﬁlters the unknown mentions, keeping only those that have been recognized as persons by the NER module and
that are at least composed by two words (name and surname). The detection is
highly robust because the EE come from the previously extracted event pattern,
which means the entity has appeared in a high amount of articles from diﬀerent
publishers, in the same context, and is thus relevant when describing the event.
Once an EE is detected, the system starts being capable of using it for tagging
and linking documents, and it is already used to describe new events. However,
it will require for a human validation in order to become a proper concept in the
KG. This validation is needed because sometimes the names detected are spelling
variations of entities already in the KG, or mistakes from the NER module. An
independent system takes care of the EEs by searching for entity matching suggestions in external KBs (Google Knowledge Graph, Wikipedia and Wikidata),
as well as entities in VKG. Suggestion results are displayed in an internal dashboard, together with context from the sentences where the EE has been seen,
where a human makes the ﬁnal decision. Thanks to previous process and autocomplete tools, the human intervention is minimal and very fast decisions can
be made.
Multi-regional Event Matching: Before the ﬁnal event modeling, the semantic pattern of the events detected for each country are compared and merged in
case of match. To do that, we ﬁrst rank the entities in the Event Semantic
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Pattern by relevancy describing the event. The ranking is based on re-scoring
entities based on its original keywords appearance frequency and origin (title,
description or text body). As we solved the entity disambiguation we recompute
the entity frequency taking into account co-references. Origins are taken into
account by weighting the frequency of appearance by the origin. Afterwards,
country-events are represented with a bag of concepts BoC where entity relevancies are the weights. Cosine similarity is computed between country-events and
these events are merged into worldwide-events if its similarity is higher than a
manually deﬁned threshold.
4.2

Event Model

Both semantic and contextual event information extracted on previous steps are
processed in order to represent the collected data in an ontological manner. This
ontological information is stored in VLX-Stories KB, which keeps growing with
the multiregional news information provided by the feeds. In this section, we ﬁrst
motivate the modeling decisions we took designing the ontology and we continue
by describing the information extraction process.

Fig. 4. Event ontology schema.

Modeling the Event Ontology: The main requirement of our event ontology is that it has to synthesize in a both machine and human readable way
the unstructured semantic pattern extracted. Events are usually deﬁned by its
agents, locations and actions occurring and the moment when the event takes
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place. Journalistic articles are typically structured to answer four of the journalist 5W-questions: e.g. what happened, who is involved, where and when did
it happen. These questions should be addressed within the ﬁrst few sentences
of an article to quickly inform readers. The ﬁfth W, Why it happened, is often
addressed in opinion columns or post-event coverage [16]. Moreover, news stories
often fall into bigger topics which are composed by several events, like Brexit,
Academy Awards, Olympic Games, etc. This information, if present, oﬀers the
possibility of tracking long story lines and to provide a complete context on the
development of an event in a point in time.
Considering the above mentioned 4Ws and the topic, we deﬁned our ontology
with the next properties or core classes for each event: Who, What, When, Where
and Topic. This properties will be extracted from the event semantic pattern
and the titles and descriptions from the event articles. Moreover, as shown in
the ontology schema in Fig. 4, all entities in the semantic pattern, answering
or not the 4Ws or topic, will be included in the ontology within the Semantic
Pattern class. The event Category, e.g. sports, politics, entertainment, etc.; is
also included as a property. Additional context on the event is given by the
clustered articles, from which we store the title, description, URL, news source
and image, if present.
Event Properties Extraction: The Who, Where and Topic are extracted
from the Event Semantic Pattern using a set of ﬁlters based on entity types.
Entities in VKG have a schema5 type associated, which denotes if the entity is a
person, place, organization, etc. These types will be used to classify the entities
in the pattern together with the type of metadata ﬁeld from which they were
extracted. For this task only the entities from the title and description are used.
Moreover, the same entity relevance scores computed for multi-regional event
matching will be used to pick those most relevant entities. The Who property
needs to be an entity of type Person, Organization or CreativeWork ; the Where
is a property of type Place and the topic of type Event. We deﬁne the What
of an event with a sentence (literal) summarizing the main event occurring. As
news article’s titles should give this information, we answer the What with the
most descriptive title between the clustered articles. This is selected using a voting algorithm where each word in the title sums its given score in the semantic
entities ranking. This approach favors longer titles, which also tend to be semantically richer. To answer When, we take the date of the ﬁrst article published
related to an event. We plan on improving it on next versions by analyzing time
expressions in the text. Finally, we complete the ontology by adding the event
Category. Categories come from our pre-deﬁned set of categories, e.g. Sport,
Entertainment, Finances, Politics, etc. The categories assigned to the RSS feeds
are used to extract this information. One event may belong to more than one
category.

5

https://schema.org/.
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System Analytics

VLX-Stories was ﬁrst deployed on July 2018 for its use in the United States.
Since then, the system has been growing, adding new world regions and languages. Table 1 contains the activation date of VLX-Stories for each country, the
language it processes, the number of feeds activated on each country, the average
number of events detected each day and the daily number of articles processed
and associated to events. Results are provided country by country and also on the
worldwide event aggregation. According to these statistics, VLX-Stories grows
in a speed average above 300 news events/day, classifying an average of over
17k multilingual articles from seven diﬀerent countries. Since we activated the
multi-regional event aggregation module on November 2018, the system includes
the option of analyzing how an event is reported in diﬀerent world regions and
in diﬀerent languages. Semantic disambiguation is essential for this multilingual
aggregation task.
Table 1. Statistics on VLX-stories population.
Country

Activation date Language

#Feeds Events/Day Articles/day

USA
SP
CA
AU
IR
UK
PT

07/2018
08/2018
09/2018
09/2018
09/2018
09/2018
09/2018

English
Spanish
English
English
English
English
Portuguese

952
918
551
893
121
442
285

Total

-

-

4,162

World Wide 11/2018

6

Multilingual 4,162

96.70
90.61
27.15
53.19
20.46
38.57
35.80

4,745.59
4,929.01
990.04
3,223.09
654.25
1,518.63
1,235.76

362.48

17,296.37

301.84

17,296.37

Evaluation

VLX-Stories was evaluated by considering each block separately. This approach
provides a detailed analysis and facilitates the identiﬁcation of bottlenecks.
6.1

News Event Detection

Regarding news aggregator or event detection evaluation, we used a subset of the
UCI-ML News Aggregator Dataset [6]. This dataset consists of 7,231 news stories, constructed from the aggregation of news web pages collected from March
10 to August 10 of 2014. The resources are grouped into clusters that represent
pages discussing the same news story or event. Events are categorized into four
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diﬀerent categories: entertainment, health, business and technology. For each
news article, its title, URL, news story id and category are given. However, we
had to discard a 13% of the events on the dataset because of the following reasons: 36% of the URL link’s were broken, our system could not extract enough
keywords from 17% of the articles, and ﬁnally, we had to discard some of the
remaining news stories because they were not represented by enough articles to
be detected by our system (each of our events needs to be represented by at least
5 news articles). The ﬁnal dataset subset consists on 6,289 events constructed
by 91,728 news articles. For our experiments the DBSCAN parameters were set
to eps = 0.65 and minsamples = 5. Table 2 presents the news event detection
results on the dataset. Most of the events are correctly detected (81.58%), however a lot of articles are not associated to any event. This is reﬂected by the high
average precision (94.57%) but a poor recall (58.548%). This is mostly because
of the restrictive parameters set in the system in order to make sure that aggreagated news served are correct. Quality of aggregated news is similar across news
categories. The lowest quality is found in the business category, because most
of the business news share ﬁnancial terms which are repeated in many articles,
even not related ones. Best results are for entertainment, the type of news with
more named entities, which improves the representation.
Table 2. Results of the news event detection on UCI Dataset subset
#articles #events Event P. Article P. Article R. F1
Business

6.2

21,535

1,796

78.28%

91.44%

51.76%

66.11%

Entertainment 36,790

1,673

88.76%

96.43%

64.44%

77.26%

Technology

23,921

1,811

85.69%

94.38%

57.37%

71.36%

Health

9,482

1,009

68.18%

94.86%

56.85%

71.09%

GLOBAL

91,72

6,28

81.58% 94.57%

58.54%

72.32%

Dynamic Entity Linking

The mapping of event keyword patterns to event semantic patterns includes the
EL task and the EE detection. However, this tasks also depends on the quality of
the NER and POS modules from Spacy. According to Spacy’s documentation6
the quality of these modules is state of the art performance, with accuracies
close to the 90%. To evaluate the quality on the EL and EE detection we ran
two experiments.
Entity Linking: The ﬁrst experiment evaluated EL of the keywords on the
event pattern to semantic labels. The experiments were conducted over a corpus of 100 semantic event patterns randomly selected from the United States
6

https://spacy.io/usage/facts-ﬁgures.
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events, detected by our news aggregator module during the week from the 1st
of January to the 7th of January 2019. The keywords from the patterns were
mapped to entities from VKG using the dynamic EL module. The correctness
of the mapping was evaluated with T P when the semantic entity related to the
keyword was correct, F P when the semantic entity related was wrong, T N when
no entity was related and it is not an existing entity or it is an error from NER,
and F N if no entity was mapped but there is an entity in VKG for it. Results are
shown in Table 3, with a total accuracy of the 86%. However some mentions do
not disambiguate to its correct entities. This is specially common when ﬁnding
homonym words or unknown contexts. Further research should be developed to
improve these ambiguous cases.
Table 3. Results on entity linking
#Event patterns TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F1
100

966 329 52

156 0.86

0.94

Accuracy

0.90 0.86

Emerging Entities: The capacity of detecting EE was evaluated by deleting
existing entities from our VKG and testing the capacity of the system to create
them again. We initially built a dataset of 648 news events detected during the
week from the 1st to the 7th of January 2019. The multilingual capabilities
of the system was tested by choosing events from three regions with diﬀerent
languages: the United States, Spain and Portugal. The dataset was generated
by running the Event Semantic Pattern module, removing the corresponding
person’s entities from VKG, and extracting again the Event Semantic Pattern,
expecting for the EE detector to re-generate the deleted entities. As shown in
Table 4, an average of 78.86% of the deleted entities were recovered. Some of the
missing entities were composed by just one word, like Rhianna or Shakira. Our
system did not detect them because it constrains person entities to be described
with two words (name and surname). Other errors were caused by the similarity
between entities, which are wrongly disambiguate to existing entities; e.g. when
deleting the Donald Trump entity, the EL disambiguated to Donald Trump Jr.
because of a perfect match between the alias and the similar usage context.
Finally, a statistical study of the created entities and their quality is done
by analyzing data between 12th December 2018 and 15th March 2019. Table 5
presents the average number of EE detected every day in each language. However, not all the detected EE become new entities in VKG. After the human
supervision we extracted the next metrics: 75.45% of the detected EE become
new entities, 22.15% are alias of already existing entities and 9.7% are wrong
candidates because of NER errors.
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Table 4. Results on emerging entities detection
Country

Language #Stories #Deleted entities %EE Recovered

United States en
es
Spain
pt
Portugal

282
251
115

373
299
104

80.16%
74.91%
85.57%

Total

648

776

78.86%

-

Table 5. Statistics on emerging entities detection by VLX-stories
EN

ES

PT

Total

Avg. EE detected/day 41.18 20.08 9.27 67.88

7

Related Work

The system presented in this work tries to solve the semantic gap between the
coverage of structured and unstructured data available on the Web [28], in order
to provide journalistic tools for event analyzing. In the past decades, a great
amount of research eﬀorts has been devoted to text understanding and Information Extraction (IE). Many research projects have entangled with the diﬀerent
problems described in this work, i.e. news aggregation [5,9,12,20,35], event pattern extraction [15,43], entity linking [12,19,20,23], emerging entity detection
[14,17,25,30,34], event ontology population [29,42] and automatically answering journalist Ws [10,11]. However, only a few big projects are comparable to
our system as end-to-end online pipelines for event detection and encoding. In
this section we will focus on reviewing these large-scale systems.
Two well-known event-encoding systems are the Integrated Crisis Early
Warning Systems 7 (ICEWS) and the Global Database of Events, Language and
Tone 8 (GDELT). This two projects have been developed to automatically extract
international political incidents such as protests, assaults and mass violence from
news media. These datasets are updated online, making them useful for realtime conﬂict analysis. ICEWS is a project supported by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), to be used for US analyst. Its data has
recently been made public thought Harvard’s Dataverse9 , however events are
posted with a 1 year delay and the techniques and code utilized are not open
source. GDELT was build as a public and more transparent version of ICEWS.
Its data is freely available and includes over 200 million events since 1979,
with daily updates. However, legal controversies over how data resources were
obtained distanced it from research. It is currently incorporated into Google’s
services and its data is utilized for analysis of international events [18,21]. As
the two more spread news databases, several comparison studies have been made
7
8
9

https://www.icews.com/.
https://www.gdeltproject.org/.
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/icews.
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between ICEWS and GDELT. Even though no conclusion could be extracted on
the superiority of any system, GDELT overstates the number of events by a
substantial margin, but ICEWS misses some events as well [40,41].
A more recent event data program is the Open Event Data Alliance 10
(OEDA). This organization provides public multi-sourced political event
datasets, which are weekly updated [31]. All the data is transparent and they
provide open code of the ontologies supported. They use Standford CoreNLP
tools [24] and WordNet [26] dictionaries. However, OEDA’s eﬀorts still have not
reached the scale of the other two mentioned projects.
Another well-known project is the NewsReader 11 [38]. This system is a big
collaborative research project, which constructs an Event-Centric Knowledge
Base (ECKB) based on ﬁnancial and economic news articles. They take advantage of several public knowledge resources to provide multilingual understanding
and use DBpedia [3] as KG for EL. They deﬁne their own event ontology, the
Simple Event Model (SEM) [37], which is designed to be versatile in diﬀerent
event domains allowing cross-source interoperability. To deal with entities not
properly represented in the knowledge resources, they introduce the concept of
dark entities. Although these detected dark entities are used for event representation, they are not used to populate the background KG.
From the works presented, ICEWS, GDELT and OEDA are focused on political data for the analysis of conﬂicts, and NewsReader generates an ECKB from
ﬁnancial data. Notice there is still a big coverage gap when it comes to media
event encoding. In this sense, VLX-Stories oﬀers a wider service for journalistic
purposes, as it covers, as well as politics and ﬁnances, many other categories,
like sports, entertainment, lifestyle, science and technology.

8

Conclusions

We presented an online event encoding system which aggregates news articles
from RSS feeds, and encodes this information using semantic entities from an
external KG. These entities populate an event ontology which answers the journalistic Ws. On the process, discovered EE complete the external KG (VKG)
with OOKB entities. VLX-Stories realizes thus a twofold functionality: (a) generating an event KB, and (b) maintaining a KG with EEs. The detected events
are served through API calls and a dashboard to media producers and other
global media companies. These companies use VLX-Stories in the editorial process to identify which topics are gaining momentum, ﬁnd news related to their
contents, and searching for background information on trending stories.
The system matches unstructured text with Semantic Web resources, by
exploiting Information Extraction techniques and external knowledge resources.
This makes possible the multilingual linkage across events, semantic search, and
the linkage to customer contents by matching entities. Moreover the ontological
structure behind it facilitates event comprehension, search and navigation. Our
10
11

http://openeventdata.org/.
http://www.newsreader-project.eu/.
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engine processes an average of 17,000 articles/day, and detects an average 300
worldwide events/day from seven diﬀerent countries and three languages. Our
experimental results show an F-1 score of 72.32% for event detection, and a high
capacity of detecting EE of people, with an average of 78.86% of the deleted entities being detected again. EE detection statistics show that the system detects
an average of almost 68 EE/day, the 75.45% of which become new entities, and
22.15% are used to populate VKG entities with new alias.
We plan to continue this work by adding more countries, and improving
the event representation by extracting semantic triplets that would describe
the relations between the entities on the event. Regarding the KG maintenance
process we will include the detection of other types of EE.
Acknowledgments. Dèlia Fernàndez-Cañellas is funded by contract 2017-DI-011 of
the Industrial Doctorate Program of the Government of Catalonia.
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